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Details of Visit:

Author: oilyokel
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 19 Nov 2015 19:30
Duration of Visit: 4 Hours
Amount Paid: 1111
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

The Lady:

She is the Caprice Jane who has starred in a number of films, especially with Killergram/Daring and
Bluebird, so her work is easy to find online. But since the films were shot she has enhanced her
boobs with amazing results and if anything looks even better than on film. She is not much over 5ft
tall and looks quite stunning, with long blonde hair, a few subtle tattoos, an all over tan and is in
great shape.
She's in her mid-late 20's; before her filming times she had a spell at the Playboy Mansion in LA.
Over the past year she dropped off the radar screen a little, as she was concentrating on one or two
other projects personally, but now she is very much back in circulation. I understand she may be
starting filming again soon with one or two top companies too, so is likely to become much more
widely appreciated again!
Only contactable through her AW site, though you can follow her on twitter too.
Apparently she does incalls on certain days from an apartment in Leicester including duo's with
Tiffany Snow.
I have not been specific on amount paid as she varies rates by location and terms of meeting but
expect to pay for quality!

The Story:

My first review: only fair to share this privilege with the world! I saw she has featured positively in
forum discussions but not been reviewed here.

I have met this lady several times. Sometimes its just for an hour or so, but in this case we had
dinner and afterwards together.
She is very pleasant company, talkative, good humoured and humorous, decent, interesting and
interested in you, so a longer booking is well worthwhile if you can stretch to that. She dresses with
great style for a dinner date.

Once you get to the bedroom a real treat is in store. The list of her offerings in on her AW page. She
has some fantastic sexy outfits to suit a variety of tastes (though she is a wow to look at without). I
have had the pleasure of PSE's quite similar to what you can see on film (don't ask for 'A')so if that's
what you seek you will have a great time. But for me a more sensual GFE works better, as she has
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such a gorgeous body, attractive face and seems to enjoy kissing as part of the experience.

Overall an excellent experience with an exceptional lady, that I plan to repeat again in future. True
class, thoroughly recommended but priced accordingly. Treat yourself sometime! 
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